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Tikigaq Corporation has
Established New Subsidiaries

Ti k igaq Corporati on Newsl etter
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By Violet Attungana, Program Manager

Tikigaq Federal Services, LLC (TFS) is
a newly established company under
the Tikigaq Corporation Umbrella and
was formed on April 7, 2017. TFS’s
primary focus will be on Operation
and Maintenance (O&M) and/or Base
Operation Services (BOS) in the Federal
arena with locations to include Alaska,
Continental U.S. and Guam. The primary NAICS Code for TFS
is 561210, “Facility Support Services”, with a size standard of
$38.5M.
TFS provides a combination of support services that include
janitorial, facility maintenance, trash disposal, security, mail
routing, reception, laundry, road maintenance, snow removal,
and other related facility support services. The primary office is
located in Wasilla, Alaska.
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By David Leadenham,
Division Manager

Agviq Environmental Services,
LLC (AES) is a newly established
company formed on April
26, 2017 that specializes in
environmental remediation
services in Alaska, Guam,
Puerto Rico and the Continental
United States.
AES is a wholly owned subsidiary with
its principal office located in Wasilla,
Alaska. AES is currently executing
environmental remediation services
on facilities in the North Slope Borough
of Alaska and other environmental
services under other existing contracts.
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Tikigaq Federal Services, LLC
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Some of TFS’s clients include U.S. Army (USAG), North Slope Borough, Department of Public
Works (DPW) in Alaska, and Alaska GSA. TFS performed facility and ground maintenance as well
as security at the old Fort McPherson base in Atlanta, Georgia. TFS works closely with their sister
company, Tikigaq Construction, and is doing subcontract work for them under the North Slope
Borough PID Operations & Maintenance project in Point Hope.
TFS has been approved under the SBA All Small Mentor Protégé Program (ASMPP) with APTIM
Federal Services. Tikigaq Corporation and subsidiaries have a long working relationship with
APTIM through companies they have acquired (i.e., Shaw and CB&I). Under the ASMPP, a joint
venture with APTIM Federal Services has been approved and signed. TFS’s primary focus will
be to acquire O&M and/or BOS contracts in the next 1 to 2 years. These pursuits, along with
independent work outside of the ASMPP will make TFS sustainable throughout the duration of
the program as well as into the future.
TFS is fortunate to have sister companies that have paved the way and are experienced with
similar related types of work, knowledge on clients, are team driven professionals, that will lead
to success and add to a profitable bottom line for Tikigaq.

Agviq Environmental Services, LLC
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AES is led by David Leadenham, who was the General Manager for Agviq LLC for 15+ years,
and is a 40 year veteran from the environmental business sector with the knowledge and
management expertise for positioning AES for the future. The plan is to provide high quality
services as a result of direct access to experienced personnel that will provide industry leading
expertise in environmental remediation services, consistent corporate strategic awareness, and
other readily available resources at locations across the country. We believe our abilities to
execute multiple and simultaneous tasks will be supported as a result of our business practices
and historical knowledge and strategies.
AES is supported by Kunayaq Simmonds, Administrative Support in our Wasilla office at 701 S.
Knik Goose Bay Rd. Suite B. Kunayaq is a proud Tikigaq shareholder who was born and raised in
Point Hope. Kunayaq can be quoted as saying “ I would like to see myself grow with AES and
do what I can to help our company and community prosper”.
We are acquiring initial contract awards as a subcontractor which can lead to work extensions.
We just started marketing in the last four months and have been awarded a prime contract just
recently and have a pipeline of opportunities. Achieving our goals will be accomplished by our
ability to execute safely, within budget, on time, and profitably. External business relationships
with competent and reputable companies will expand our business portfolio which directly
influences our ability to secure new work, grow our business, and develop our employees. We
are awaiting approval from the SBA on our 8(a) Program application, and we continue to
evaluate our potential in the HUBZONE program as well.
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Tikigaq subsidiary receives a National
Safety Award
By Jason Rutman, Corporate HSE Manager
Over the past 17 years, Agviq LLC, a subsidiary of Tikigaq Corporation, has provided comprehensive environmental services
for a wide range of clients. Whether performing support for
regulatory compliance, developing and implementing remediation and reuse strategies, or seeking sound technical solutions, Agviq has continued to deliver with a strong commitment
to safety.
Combined with a work philosophy and delivery approach
based on stewardship, technical competence, professional experience, and responsiveness, the results of Agviq’s commitment to safety become visible through their track
record of performance and milestones.
To add to their awards and recognition, Agviq recently achieved 1.2 million work hours
without incurring time away from work due to occupational illness or injury, and over
8.5 consecutive years without incurring an occupational injury or illness involving days
away from work, both of which Agviq received recognition for in 2017 from the National Safety Council.
Congratulations to the employees and companies at Agviq for your success, a direct
result of your continued efforts and focus on safety excellence.

Tikigaq Corporation’s Lands Department
Happy New Year from the Lands Department! We are
pleased to announce that Tikigaq Corporation has hired a
full time Land Planner, Andrew Tooyak, Jr. The responsibilities
of the lands department are as follows:
• Fulfilling its obligations under Section 14c of the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA). Section 14c
requires Tikigaq Corporation to determine whether others
have claims to the land it received through ANCSA and to
resolve any outstanding claims. This includes researching
and organizing the records related to ANCSA property and
correspondence with the Bureau of Land Management
and our ANCSA land specialist consultant, McClintock
Land Associates.
• Other Point Hope land matters including the realignment
of the Point Hope Airport project and the North Slope
Borough itinerant housing project.
• Education regarding ANCSA land status issues including
options related to holding land in trusts.
If you have any questions or need any assistance, please
contact Andrew Tooyak. He is available during normal
business hours in the Anchorage Corporate office.
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By Andrew Tooyak, Jr. MJEL, MPH,
Land Planner
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Annual Shareholder Meeting
Tikigaq Corporation is hosting the
2018 Annual Shareholder meeting on
Saturday, March 24th at 1:30pm in
Tikigaq School’s gymnasium.

www.tikigaq.com

Tikigaq Corporation’s 3rd annual Thanksgiving
food drive was a huge success. This year
we made baskets that were filled with the
traditional side dishes to feed a family of 6.
Our goal this year was to raise $1,050. With the generous donations of our Tikigaq
employees we exceeded this goal and raised $2,100! We were able to help 32 families
throughout the state of Alaska. In addition to their food basket, each family was given
a $30 gift card to help with other expenses. We want to thank everyone who supported
this charitable cause and we look forward to next year.
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